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Abstract
Numerical evaluations with comparisons to baselines play a central role
when judging research in recommender systems. In this paper, we show
that running baselines properly is difficult. We demonstrate this issue on
two extensively studied datasets. First, we show that results for baselines
that have been used in numerous publications over the past five years for
the Movielens 10M benchmark are suboptimal. With a careful setup of a
vanilla matrix factorization baseline, we are not only able to improve upon
the reported results for this baseline but even outperform the reported re-
sults of any newly proposed method. Secondly, we recap the tremendous
effort that was required by the community to obtain high quality results
for simple methods on the Netflix Prize. Our results indicate that empiri-
cal findings in research papers are questionable unless they were obtained
on standardized benchmarks where baselines have been tuned extensively
by the research community.
1 Introduction
In the field of recommendation systems, numerical evaluations play a central role
for judging research. Newly published methods are expected to be compared
to baselines, i.e., well-known approaches, in order to measure the improvements
over prior work. The best practices require reproducible experiments on several
datasets with a clearly described evaluation protocol, baselines tuned by hyper-
parameter search, and testing for statistical significance of the result. Findings
from such experiments are considered reliable. In this work, we question this
practice and show that running baselines properly is difficult.
We highlight this issue on the extensively studied Movielens 10M (ML10M)
benchmark [11]. Over the past five years, numerous new recommendation algo-
rithms have been published in prestigious conferences such as ICML [17, 21, 36],
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NeurIPS [18], WWW [31, 19], SIGIR [5], or AAAI [20, 4] reporting large im-
provements over baseline methods. However, we show that with a careful setup
of a vanilla matrix factorization baseline, we are not only able to outperform
the reported results for this baseline but even the reported results of any newly
proposed method. Our findings question the empirical conclusions drawn from
five years of work on this benchmark. This is worrisome because the ML10M
benchmark follows the best practices of reliable experiments. Even more, if
results on a well studied benchmark such as ML10M are misleading, typical
one-off evaluations are more prone to producing unreliable results. Our expla-
nation for the failure of providing reliable results is that the difficulty of running
baselines is widely ignored in our community. This difficulty of properly run-
ning machine learning methods could be observed on the Netflix Prize [2] as
well. Section 2.2 recaps the tremendous community effort that was required for
achieving high quality results for vanilla matrix factorization. Reported results
for this simple method varied substantially but eventually the community ar-
rived at well-calibrated numbers. The Netflix Prize also highlights the benefits
of rigorous experiments: the findings stand the test of time and, as this pa-
per shows, the best performing methods of the Netflix Prize also work best on
ML10M.
Recognizing the difficulty of running baselines has implications both for con-
ducting experiments and for drawing conclusions from them. The common prac-
tice of one-off evaluations where authors run several baselines on a few datasets is
prone to suboptimal results and conclusions should be taken with care. Instead,
high confidence experiments require standardized benchmarks where baselines
have been tuned extensively by the community. Finally, while our work focuses
exclusively on evaluations, we want to emphasize that empirical comparisons
using fixed metrics are not the only way to judge work. For example, despite
comparing to sub-optimal baselines on the ML10M benchmark, recent research
has produced many useful techniques, such as local low rank structures [17],
mixtures of matrix approximation [18], and autoencoders [31].
2 Observations
In this section, we first examine the commonly used Movielens 10M benchmark
for rating prediction algorithms [17, 31, 5, 36, 32, 3, 21, 4, 18, 19]. We show
that by carefully setting up well known methods, we can largely outperform
previously reported results. The surprising results include (1) Bayesian MF [29,
8] which was reported by previous authors to be one of the poorest performing
methods, can outperform any result reported so far on this benchmark including
all of the recently proposed algorithms. (2) Well known enhancements, proposed
a decade ago for the Netflix Prize, such as SVD++ [12] or timeSVD++ [14],
can further improve the quality substantially.
Secondly, we compare these findings to the well documented evolution of
results on the Netflix Prize. Also on the Netflix Prize, we observe that setting up
methods is challenging. For example, results reported for matrix factorization
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Figure 1: Progress on rating prediction measured on the Movielens 10M bench-
mark. Results marked as blue crosses were reported by the corresponding in-
ventors. Results marked as black triangles were run as baselines by authors of
newly invented methods. Results are from [17, 31, 5, 36, 32, 3, 21, 4, 18, 19].
See Table 1 for details.
vary considerably over different publications [9, 16, 22, 10, 24, 29, 25, 1, 37].
However, the Netflix Prize encouraged tweaking and reporting better runs of
the same method, so over the long run, the results were well calibrated.
2.1 Movielens
Measuring Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) on a global random 90:10 split of
Movielens 10M is a common benchmark for evaluating rating prediction meth-
ods [17, 31, 5, 36, 32, 3, 21, 4, 18]. Figure 1 shows the progress reported over the
past 5 years on this benchmark. All newly proposed methods clearly outper-
form the earlier baselines such as matrix factorization or Boltzman machines [30]
(RBM). Both SGD (RSVD, Biased MF) and Bayesian versions (BPMF) of ma-
trix factorization have been found to perform poorly. The figure indicates a
steady progress, by improving the state-of-the art in rating prediction consid-
erably. Many results include also standard deviations to show that the results
are statistically significant, e.g., [32, 18].
2.1.1 A Closer Look at Baselines
The reported results for Biased MF, RSVD, ALS-WR, and BPMF indicate some
issues.
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Figure 2: Rerunning baselines for Bayesian MF, and adding popular methods
such as Bayesian versions of SVD++, timeSVD++, timeSVD1. Bayesian MF
(=BPMF) and SGD MF (=RSVD, Biased MF) can achieve much better re-
sults than previously reported. With a proper setup, well known methods can
outperform any recently proposed method on this benchmark.
1. Biased MF [15] and RSVD [24] are essentially the same method: L2 reg-
ularized matrix factorization learned with SGD. Qualitative differences
should only stem from different setups such as hyperparameters, training
data ordering, or implementations.
2. ALS-WR [37] and Biased MF/ RSVD are identical models learned by
different algorithms. When both are tuned well, they have shown very
similar results on the Netflix Prize (see Section 2.2).
3. BPMF [29] shares the model with RSVD/ALS-WR but is learned with a
Gibbs sampler. On the Netflix Prize it has shown the best performance
for learning matrix factorization models [29, 28] compared to other learn-
ing methods (SGD, ALS, VB). It is surprising that it shows much worse
quality than Biased MF and ALS-WR on Movielens 10M.
2.1.2 Rerunning Baselines
We reran the baselines and a different picture emerged (see Figure 2 and Ta-
ble 1). More details about the experiments can be found in the Appendix.
1SVD++ was introduced in 2008 [12], timeSVD++ in 2009 [14]. We use here a Bayesian
FM solver which was introduced in 2011 [8]. The Bayesian solver to handle the implicit case
efficiently (i.e., the ”++”) was published in 2013 [28].
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Matrix Factorization First, we ran a matrix factorization model learned by
an SGD algorithm (similar to RSVD and Biased MF). SGD-MF achieved an
RMSE of 0.7720 for a 512-dimensional embedding and an RMSE of 0.7756 for
64 dimensions. This is considerably better than the reported values for RSVD
(0.8256) and Biased MF (0.803), and outperforms even several of the newer
methods such as LLORMA (0.7815), Autorec (0.782), Wemarec (0.7769), or
I-CFN++ (0.7754).
Next, we trained a Bayesian matrix factorization model using Gibbs sam-
pling (similar to BPMF). Bayesian MF achieved an RMSE score of 0.7633 for a
512 dimensional embedding. This is not only much better than the previously
reported [21, 32] number for BPMF (0.8197) but it outperforms even the best
method (MRMA 0.7634) ever reported on ML10M.
Stronger Baselines One of the lessons of the Netflix Prize was that mod-
eling implicit activity was highly predictive and outperformed vanilla matrix
factorization. SVD++[12], the asymmetric model (NSVD1) [24] and to some
extent RBMs [30] are examples of models harnessing implicit feedback. Another
important aspect was capturing temporal effects [14].
First, we added a time variable to the Bayesian matrix factorization model,
and achieved an RMSE of 0.7587. Second, we trained an implicit model by
adding a bag-of-words predictor variable that includes all the videos a user
watched. This model is equivalent to SVD++ [12, 27]. It further improved
over Bayesian MF, and achieves an RMSE of 0.7563. Next, we trained a joint
model with time and the implicit usage information, similar to the timeSVD++
model [14]. This model achieved an RMSE of 0.7523. Finally, we added a
flipped version of the implicit usage in timeSVD++: a bag of word variable
indicating the other users who have watched a video. This model dropped the
RMSE to 0.7485.
Summary By carefully setting up baselines, we could outperform any result
even with a simple Bayesian matrix factorization – a method that was previously
reported to perform poorly on ML10M. Applying modeling techniques known for
almost a decade, we were able to achieve substantial improvements – in absolute
terms, we improved over the previously best reported result, MRMA, from 2017
by 0.0144, a similar margin as several years of improvements reported on this
dataset2. Our results question conclusions drawn from previous experimental
results on ML10M. Instead of improving over the baselines by a large margin,
all recently proposed methods underperform well-known baselines substantially.
2The difference between LLORMA in 2013 to MRMA in 2017 is 0.0186.
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Method RMSE Comment
RSVD [24] 0.8256 result from [21]
U-RBM [30] 0.823 result from [31]
BPMF [29] 0.8197 result from [21]
APG [7] 0.8101 result from [21]
DFC [23] 0.8067 result from [21]
Biased MF [15] 0.803 result from [31]
GSMF [35] 0.8012 result from [21]
SVDFeature [6] 0.7907 result from [32]
ALS-WR [37] 0.7830 result from [32]
I-AUTOREC [31] 0.782 result from [31]
LLORMA [17] 0.7815 result from [17]
WEMAREC [5] 0.7769 result from [5]
I-CFN++ [32] 0.7754 result from [32]
MPMA [3] 0.7712 result from [3]
CF-NADE 2 layers [36] 0.771 result from [36]
SMA [21] 0.7682 result from [21]
GLOMA [4] 0.7672 result from [4]
ERMMA [20] 0.7670 result from [20]
AdaError [19] 0.7644 result from [19]
MRMA [18] 0.7634 result from [18]
SGD MF [24, 15] 0.7720 same method as RSVD, Biased MF
Bayesian MF [29, 8] 0.7633 same method as BPMF
Bayesian timeSVD [14, 8, 28] 0.7587 MF with a time variable
Bayesian SVD++ [12, 28] 0.7563 similar to [12] learned with MCMC
Bayesian timeSVD++ [14, 28] 0.7523 similar to [14] learned with MCMC
Bayesian timeSVD++ flipped [28] 0.7485 adding implicit item information
Table 1: Movielens 10M results: first group are baselines. Second group are
newly proposed methods. Third group are baseline results that we reran. See
Appendix for details of our results.
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2.2 Netflix Prize
The Netflix Prize [2] also indicates that running methods properly is hard. We
are highlighting this issue by revisiting the large community effort it took to get
well calibrated results for the vanilla matrix factorization model.
2.2.1 Background
The Netflix Prize was awarded to the first team that decreases by 10% the
RMSE of Netflix’s own recommender system, Cinematch, with an RMSE score of
0.9514 [2]. It took the community about three years and hundreds of ensembled
models to beat this benchmark. Given that the overall relative improvement for
winning the prize was 0.095, a difference of 0.01 in RMSE scores is considered
large – e.g., it took one year to lower the RMSE from 0.8712 (progress prize
2007 ) to 0.8616 (progress prize 2008 ) and the Grand prize was awarded in 2009
for an RMSE of 0.8554.
The Netflix Prize dataset is split into three sets: a training set, the probe set
for validation and the qualifying set for testing. The ratings of the qualifying set
were withheld during the competition. Participants of the Netflix Prize could
submit their predictions on the qualifying set to the organizer and the RMSE
score on half of this set, the quiz set, was reported on the public leaderboard.
The RMSE on the remaining half, the test set, was private to the organizer and
used to determine the winner. Scientific papers usually report either the probe
RMSE or the quiz RMSE3.
The data was split based on user and time between the training, probe and
qualifying set. In particular, for every user, the last six ratings were withheld
from training, three of them were put into the probe set and three into the
qualifying set. This split technique is more challenging than global random
splitting4 for two reasons. (1) Users with few ratings have the same number of
evaluation data points as frequent users. Compared to a global random split,
ratings by users with little training data, i.e., harder test cases, are overrepre-
sented in the test dataset. (2) Withholding by time makes this a forecasting
problem where test ratings have to be extrapolated whereas a global random
split allows simpler interpolation.
2.2.2 Matrix Factorization
From the beginning of the competition, matrix factorization algorithms were
identified as promising methods. Very early results used traditional SVD solvers
with sophisticated imputation and reported results close to a probe RMSE of
3The quiz set is easier to predict than the probe set (typically, RMSE is about 0.007 lower),
because for training the quiz model, the probe set can be added to enrich the training set.
4Unfortunately, in recent work on rating prediction it is common to evaluate on a global
random 90:10 split of the Netflix Prize data. Results of global splitting are not comparable to
numbers reported on the Netflix Prize split. This is unfortunate because the original Netflix
split has been extensively studied and has very well calibrated results.
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Team / Publication Probe RMSE Quiz RMSE
Kurucz et al. [16] 0.94 -
Simon Funk [9] 0.93 -
Lim and Teh [22] 0.9227 -
Gravity [10] 0.9190 -
Paterek [24] - 0.9094
Pragmatic Theory [26] 0.9156 0.9088
Big Chaos [33] - 0.9028
Pilaszy et al. [25] - 0.9018
BellKor [1] 0.8998
Zhou et al. [37] - 0.8985
Table 2: Netflix Prize: Results for vanilla matrix factorization models using
ALS and SGD optimization methods.
0.94 [16]. A breakthrough was FunkSVD [9], a sparse matrix factorization al-
gorithm that ignored the missing values. It was learned by iterative SGD with
L2 regularization and achieved a probe RMSE of 0.93. This encouraged more
researchers to experiment with matrix factorization models and in the KDDCup
2007 workshop, participants reported improved results of 0.9227 (probe) [22],
0.9190 (probe) [24], and 0.9094 (quiz) [24]. Participants continued to improve
the results for the basic matrix factorization models and reported scores as low
as 0.8985 [37] for ALS and 0.8998 [13] for SGD methods.
Table 2 summarizes some of the key results for vanilla matrix factorization
including the results reported by top competitors and the winners. These results
highlight that achieving good results even for a presumably simple method like
matrix factorization is non trivial and takes large effort.
2.2.3 Refinements and Winning Algorithms
Our previous discussion was restricted to vanilla matrix factorization models.
After the community converged to well calibrated results for matrix factor-
ization, the focus shifted to more complex models taking into account addi-
tional information such as implicit feedback (e.g., SVD++ [12]) and time (e.g.,
timeSVD++ [14]). The most sophisticated timeSVD++ models achieved RM-
SEs as low as 0.8762 [13].
All the top performing teams also relied heavily on ensembling as many
diverse models as possible including sophisticated nearest neighbor models [15],
or Restricted Boltzmann Machines [30]. The final models that won the Netflix
Prize were ensembles of several teams each with dozens of models [13].
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2.3 Discussion
Compared to recent evaluations on ML10M, the Netflix Prize encouraged rerun-
ning methods and reporting improvements on identical methods (see Table 2).
This ensured that the community converged towards understanding which meth-
ods work well. In contrast to this, for ML10M there is no encouragement to
rerun results for simple baselines, or even to outperform complex new methods.
One explanation is that for the Netflix Prize, participants get rewarded by get-
ting a low RMSE – no matter how it was achieved. In terms of publications,
which motivates current work on rating prediction, achieving good results with
old approaches is usually not seen as a scientific contribution worth publishing.
However, the ultimate goal of empirical comparisons is to better understand
the trade-offs between alternative methods and to draw insights about which
patterns lead to successful methods. Our experiments have shown that previous
empirical results on ML10M fail to deliver these insights. Methods that were
reported to perform poorly actually perform very well. In contrast to this, our
experiments on ML10M show that all the patterns learned on the Netflix Prize
hold also on ML10M, and the best Netflix Prize methods perform also best on
ML10M. In this sense, the Netflix Prize was successful and ML10M benchmark
was not (so far).
Like previous baselines were not properly tuned on ML10M, it is possible
that the recently proposed methods could also improve their results with a
more careful tuning. This would not be a contradiction to our observation but
be further evidence that running experiments is hard and needs large effort of
experimentation and tuning to achieve reliable results.
Finally, we want to stress that this is not a unique issue of ML10M. Quite
the opposite, most work in recommendation systems is not even evaluated on
a standardized benchmark such as ML10M. Results obtained on one-off evalu-
ations are more prone to questionable experimental findings than ML10M.
3 Insufficient Indicators for Experimental Reli-
ability
We shortly discuss commonly used indicators that have been used to judge the
reliability of experimental results, such as statistical significance, reproducibility
or hyperparameter search. While all of them are necessary, we argue that they
are not sufficient to ensure reliable results. Our results in Section 2 suggest that
they are less important than proper set ups.
3.1 Statistical Significance
Most of the results for ML10M are reported with a standard deviation (e.g,
[32, 18]). The reported standard deviation is usually low and the difference of
the reported results are statistically significant. Even for the reported BPMF
results in [18], the standard deviation is low (0.0004). Based on our study
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(Section 2.1), statistically significant results should not be misinterpreted as a
“proof” that method A is better than B. While this sounds like a contradiction,
statistical significance does not measure how well a method is set up. It measures
the variance within one setup.
Statistical significance and standard deviations should only be considered
after we have evidence that the method is used well. We argue that setting the
method up properly is a much larger source for errors. In this sense, statistical
significance is of little help and often provides a false confidence in experimental
results.
3.2 Reproducibility
The ability to rerun experiments and to achieve the same numbers as reported
in previous work is commonly referred to as reproducibility. Often, implemen-
tations and hyperparameter setups are shared by authors to allow reproducing
results. While reproducibility is important, it does not solve the issue we point
out in this work. Rerunning the code of authors can reproduce the results but
it is not evidence of a proper setup. In the example of the ML10M dataset,
the dataset is public, the experimental protocol is documented and simple, and
there exist plenty implementations of the baselines – even authors commonly
make their new methods public. The same holds for the Netflix prize, or most
machine learning competitions. Despite the easy reproducibility, the conclusions
from experimental results can be questionable (see Section 2.1).
3.3 Tuned Hyperparameters
One of our central arguments is that it is not easy to run a machine learning
method properly. In most research papers, it is common practice to search over
the hyperparameter space (e.g., learning rates, embedding dimension, regular-
ization) and report the results for the “best” setting. However, Section 2 indi-
cates that this still does not solve the problem, and reported results can vary
substantially from a proper setup. We speculate that hyperparameter search
spaces are often incomplete and do not replace experience with a method. For
example, interpreting and acting on the results of different hyperparameter set-
tings is non-trivial, e.g., should the boundary be extended, or refined? What
is the right search grid? Can we search hyperparameters on a small model and
transfer the results to a larger one? All these questions make it hard for setting
up an unknown ”black-box”.
A second source are knobs that are not even considered during hyperparam-
eter search. For example, a method might require to recenter the data before
running it, or that the training data is shuffled, or to stop training early, or
to use a certain initialization. Such knobs might be trivial and not even worth
reporting for someone with experience in a method, but will make it almost
impossible for others to set comparisons up properly. This becomes a problem
when the method is run by a non-expert on a different dataset or experimental
setup.
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4 Improving Experimental Quality
Based on our findings, reliable experiments are hard to achieve by authors of
a single paper but require a community effort. We see two key requirements
for this: (1) standardized benchmarks; and (2) incentives to run and improve
baseline results.
4.1 Standardized Benchmarks
While today’s best practices encourage authors of a paper to run as many base-
lines as possible, our findings indicate that this should be discouraged because
it is prone to producing unreliable results. If running baselines from scratch is
discouraged, the only way to get points of comparisons to other methods are
standardized benchmarks, i.e., datasets with well-defined train–test splits and
evaluation protocols. ML10M with 10 fold CV or the Netflix Prize split, both
measured on RMSE, are examples of well defined benchmarks for comparing rat-
ing prediction algorithms. However, recommender tasks are diverse, e.g. item
recommendation vs. rating prediction, cold-start vs. active users, forecasting,
explanation, etc. and most of them miss standardized benchmarks. While it
is important to explore new tasks, over time it is crucial for the community
to converge to standardized benchmarks for reoccurring problems. As we have
argued in this paper, empirical findings on non-standardized benchmarks are
likely less reliable.
A common concern about benchmarks is that methods ”overfit” to a partic-
ular dataset, leading to false discoveries. However, this is less of a problem for
the scale of the data typically used in machine learning tasks. For example, one
of the most heavily researched datasets, the Netflix Prize, has shown very little
signs of overfitting after more than 10 years of study. Both the public leader-
board5 and the private (hidden) leaderboard6 show only minor differences in
ordering and the same relative improvements. Also, our results on the ML10M
dataset (see Section 2.1) emphasize that the lessons learned on the Netflix Prize
still hold after a decade and the patterns and methods that worked the best for
Netflix Prize are also those best performing on ML10M. While signs of over-
fitting might show up in the long run, the benefits from well calibrated results
outweight issues that improper baselines might cause.
4.2 Incentives for Running Baselines
ML10M and the Netflix Prize are both standardized benchmarks. However, one
of them produced well calibrated results, while the other one had misleading
baselines for many years (see Table 1). Our explanation of this phenomena is
that there is no encouragement to keep on improving baselines for ML10M. Nov-
elty is a key criterion to judge research contributions. Achieving good results
with a well known method gets little reward, so researchers do not spend much
5https://www.netflixprize.com/leaderboard_quiz.html
6https://www.netflixprize.com/leaderboard.html
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effort on it – and even if good results would be achieved, it is hard to publish
them. In contrast to this, the Netflix Prize encouraged spending time on exper-
imenting with existing methods. This was the most certain way of getting good
results, and a chance to improve on the contest leaderboard. Real life systems
often also incentivize bettering known, well established methods rather than in-
venting new ones. We think it is crucial to find incentives for tuning well-known
methods on benchmarks. As we have shown, this is a non-trivial task which
needs expertise and time. Without well calibrated results, conclusions drawn
from experiments are questionable.
Besides evaluations motivated by scientific publications, machine learning
competitions, e.g., on platforms such as Kaggle7 or organized by conferences
such as the annual KDDCup, can serve as standardized benchmarks with well-
calibrated results.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown that results for baselines that have been used in
numerous publications over the past five years for the ML10M benchmark are
suboptimal. With a careful setup of a vanilla matrix factorization baseline, we
were not only able to outperform the reported results for the baselines but even
the reported results of any newly proposed method. Other well-known models
such as SVD++ provide an even higher gain. These results are surprising as
the papers follow the best practices in our community to ensure reliable results:
they conduct a reasonable hyperparameter search, report statistical significance
and allow reproducibility. This indicates that running baseline methods prop-
erly is difficult. As recommender systems evaluation relies heavily on empirical
results, the shortcomings discussed in this work highlight a major issue in our
ability to judge work. Our findings question the common practice in recom-
mender systems research papers of running baseline models and experimenting
on multiple datasets. Even when following the best practices as outlined above,
results can be unreliable. Our work indicates that trustworthy baselines require
standardized benchmarks and considerable tuning effort by the community.
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Name Features Comment
Matrix Factorization u, i Equivalent to biased matrix factoriza-
tion [15] and RSVD [24]
SVD++ u, i, iu Similar to [12]
timeSVD u, i, t Similar to [14]
timeSVD++ u, i, t, iu Similar to [14]
timeSVD++ flipped u, i, t, iu, ii
Table 3: Models from our ML10M experiment and the corresponding features
that we used in a Factorization Machine. See Section 5.1 for an explanation of
the features.
Appendix
In this section, we describe our experiments and setup in more detail. We exper-
iment on the Movielens 10M dataset8 with a 10 fold cross validation protocol.
That is, 10 random splits each with 90% training data and 10% test data, where
the 10 test splits do not overlap. Our test protocol allows to compare our re-
sults to previous publications on the Movielens 10M dataset with a random 90:10
split [17, 31, 21, 32, 3, 36, 4, 18]. Our experiments focus mainly on Bayesian
models learned by Gibbs sampling, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method, be-
cause they have fewer critical hyperparameters than SGD. However, we also run
SGD matrix factorization to be able to compare to existing numbers [31, 21]
reported for this method.
5.1 Factorization Models
We used the factorization machine library, libFM9 [27], for all experiments. We
consider five features which have been used successfully on the Netflix Prize:
1. User id (u): a categorical variable indicating the user
2. Item id (i): a categorical variable indicating the movie
3. Time (t): the day of the rating, which is treated as a categorical variable
with one category per day
4. Implicit user information (iu): a bag of words variable that is the set of
all movie ids a user has ever watched10
8http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/10m/
9https://github.com/srendle/libfm
10We used the same protocol as in the Netflix prize and included which movies the user
rated from both the training and test set – for sure, we did not include the rating of the
test set. We also experimented with a stricter definition of implicit information and removed
information about which movies a user rated in the test set. As expected, this resulted in
slightly worse RMSE numbers. However, implicit information is still very useful in the stricter
setting.
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Figure 3: Quality of the Bayesian models with an increasing embedding dimen-
sion (with 512 sampling steps). Larger dimensions show better quality.
5. Implicit item information (ii): a bag of words variable that is the set of
all user ids that have ever watched a movie
Table 3 lists the combination of features that we used.
5.2 Bayesian Learning
Setting up a Bayesian model is very simple. There are three critical settings:
(a) number of sampling steps, (b) dimension of the embedding, and (c) initial-
ization of model parameters. In our experience, the more sampling steps and
the higher the dimension the better the quality. We report results for up to 512
steps (iterations), and embedding dimensions of 16, 32, 64, and 128 – for matrix
factorization, we also ran with embedding dimensions of 256 and 512. For the
initialization, we choose a random initialization from a Gaussian distribution
with standard deviation of 0.1. The value 0.1 is the default in libFM and has
worked well in the Netflix prize [28] and also for other Movielens splits [34]. We
use the relational data representation and solver of libFM [28].
Figure 3 shows the final test RMSE vs. the embedding dimension for these
models. The plot confirms that increasing the embedding dimension helps. It
also shows that features that worked well in the Netflix prize, achieve high
quality on Movielens 10M. The convergence graph, Figure 4, confirms that the
prediction quality improves with more sampling steps.
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steps (with 128 dimensional embeddings). More sampling steps show better
quality.
5.3 Stochastic Gradient Descent
For SGD, we experimented only with matrix factorization. Compared to the
Bayesian models, our SGD implementation has two additional hyperparameters:
the learning rate, and regularization. In our experience, the smaller the learning
rate the better the quality, however, the number of iterations will also grow.
That means learning rate and number of iterations are not independent settings
but form a runtime trade-off. We fix the number of iterations to 128 epochs
and search for the best learning rate within this computational budget. Also
for the embedding dimension, the larger the dimension the better the quality,
provided that the regularization value and number of iterations is set properly.
Larger dimensions are more costly, so we report numbers for 16, 32, 64, 128,
256, and 512 dimensions. For Normal initialization, we pick 0.1 as the standard
deviation, which is the same value as for the Bayesian methods.
That leaves us with two hyperparameters to tune: (a) learning rate, and
(b) regularization value. We perform hyperparameter selection on the train-
ing set. We use 5% of the training set for validating hyperparameter choices
and the remaining 95% for training. We set up a grid over four regularization
values {0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05} and two learning rates {0.001, 0.003}. This range
of values was motivated by successful SGD hyperparameter combinations for
matrix factorization on the Netflix prize [24, 12]. We picked 64 dimensions for
tuning the hyperparameters because it is sufficiently large to show the impor-
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Figure 5: Comparison of Matrix Factorization learned by Gibbs Sampling
(Bayesian Learning) and stochastic gradient descent (SGD) for an embedding
dimension from 16 to 512.
tance of the regularization value but small enough that the computational cost
of hyperparameter search is reasonable.
The selected hyperparameters were stable among folds and for all 10 folds,
the best regularization value was 0.04 and the best learning rate 0.003. Finally,
using the previously selected hyperparameters, we trained models for 16, 32,
64, 128, 256, and 512 dimensions on the full training data and evaluated on the
10% test split. Figure 5 shows the final quality of matrix factorization models
learned by SGD and MCMC from 16 to 512 dimensions. The picture confirms
that the larger the dimension, the better the quality.
It is likely that more sophisticated hyperparameter selection might lead to
better SGD performance. For example, for the Netflix prize, we observed that
using individual learning rates and regularization values for biases and embed-
dings as well as users and items can further improve results. In addition, a
decay schedule of learning rates, which decreases them at later iterations, is
also known to improve accuracy. Nevertheless, even with the above described
hyperparameter search, we were able to outperform previously reported results
for SGD substantially.
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